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Ocelot Hover car

The Ocelot Is a basic but luxurious Hover car. It is manufactured by Origin Motors Corporation, a
branch of Origin Industries.

Features

Watertight cabin
Leather seating
Autopilot

Price

5,000 KS The Ocelot is available in any color you can name or provide a sample for, at no extra cost.
Specific color schemes and patterns may also be requested, but may carry an extra charge (around
50-150 KS depending on the complexity)

Appearance

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=corp:origin:start
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Details

The Ocelot is a high-speed hover car capable of traveling great distances effortlessly due to its powerful
hover pads and efficient thrusters. The cabin is water-tight and sports leather seating, Air Conditioning,
wood panels, a surround sound speaker system, and a viewscreen for the rear passengers. The Ocelot
can be controlled either through standard car-type controls, or through a simple autopilot system. The
Ocelot usually keeps about 1 foot above the ground, but this is variable depending on terrain and pilot
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preferences. The Ocelet is entered via two doors on each side which are hinged in the center of the
bubble canopy and swing upward.

Capabilities

Top speed:200 MPH Range: Limited to land and water. Crew: 1 Driver, 3 passenger. climb/descent:
45% grade

Dimensions

Mass: 1 ton Length: 4 meters Height: 1.5 Meters

Systems

Power

The Ocelot is powered by a very small Aether generator which provides power to the hover pads and rear
thrusters.

Communications

The Ocelot contains a radio system which allows the user to hear any public channel. It also has a
handset which allows them to call for help, or communicate with nearby people.

Storage

The Ocelot contains a small storage space behind the rear seats which has 6 cubic feet of space. it can
only be accessed from inside the vehicle.

Products & Items Database
Product Categories vehicles
Product Name Ocelot Hover car
Price (KS) 5 ,000.00 KS
Star Army Logistics
Supply Classification Class C - VEHICLES AND POWER ARMOR
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